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**ABSTRACT**

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a common, degenerative disease of the retina presented as neovascular AMD (n-AMD) or non-neovascular AMD. Several factors risk factors having been found associated with unresponsive to treatment and progression macular scar form, including subtype of the choroidal neovascular membrane (CNM), presence of subretinal drusenoid deposits, Pigment epithelial detachment (PED), decreased central choroidal thickness, pre-existing Macular atopy (MA) in the fellow eye. There is no exact consensus about the term described the status of poor or non- response to any treatment regime. In this article definition of different therapeutic responses such as resistance, refractory, recurrence of anti-vascular endothelial growth factors (Anti-VEGF), and its relation to retinal features are discussed.
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**Introduction**

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a progressive, degenerative disease of the retina. World Health Organization has indicated that AMD is a common cause of worldwide visual impairments for individuals above the age of 55. Its frequency is increasing with advancing age, and the estimated global prevalence is 8.7%. The prevalence rates are higher among European people than Africans and Asians. Its frequency is as high as 50% of the population of legal blindness in some countries. The end-stage AMD is affecting more than 5% of people older than 90 years of age in Western societies [1-7]. The advanced stage of disease presented as neovascular AMD (n-AMD) (exudative or wet form) and dry AMD (the atrophic, non-exudative or non-neovascular form). Both forms can exist together in the same eye or presented with neovascular AMD in one eye and atrophic form in the fellow eye [6-8].

Vascular Endothelial Growth factors (VEGF) play a crucial rule in the development of Choroidal neovascular membrane (CNV), the hallmark of n-AMD. Nowadays, Anti-VEGF therapy is the gold standard treatment in n-AMD. If these aberrantly growing immature vascular structures do not treat, they typically leak exudates, bleeds, and finally, fibrous scar develops. In addition to VEGF, many other proangiogenic factors such as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) placental GF (PGF), fibroblast GF (FGF), transforming GF (TGF), interleukins, tumor necrosis factor play an essential role in the development of CNM. The increased expression of these factors during antiangiogenic monotherapy may stimulate other alternative VEGF-independent angiogenesis pathways. Therefore persistence or recurrence of fluid accumulation, hemorrhage, retinal atrophy, or fibrosis can occur even under the regular Anti-VEGF treatment [8-12]. (Figure 1a, Figure 1b)

**Figure 1a**: Fundus photography of Fibrous scar due to neovascular Age-related macular degeneration (n-AMD)

**Figure 1b**: Fibrous scar due to n-AMD evaluated by fluorescence angiography (FFA)
Cross-sectional follow-up studies showed the prominent enlargement of CNM associated atrophy and fibrosis within the region previously occupied by the neovascular lesions under treatment. According to the multivariate regression analysis, atrophy and fibrotic scar can occur in 2 to 7 years during the anti-VEGF treatment. The chorioretinal atrophy was found in 98% of subjects who had anti-VEGF treatment 7 or 8 years previously [13-14]. Zarubina et al. observed macular atrophy (MA) in only 16% of eyes with treatment-naïve n-AMD [10]. However, 51% of eyes of their patient had not MA initially developed neovascular-associated MA and fibrotic scar with the anti-VEGF treatment during the mean follow-up of 4.7 years.

Several interindividual factors including lesion type, such as the presence of subretinal drusenoid deposits, Pigment epithelial detachment (PED), type of neovascular membrane, decreased central choroidal thickness, pre-existing MA in the fellow eye, genetic predisposition, patients metabolism having been found associated with unresponsive to anti-VEGF treatment and poor visual outcome in the long term. Furthermore, the molecular feature of Anti-VEGF such as molecular size, molecular morphology, VEGF binding affinity, their potential effect on other growth factors, treatment dose and regimes are also associated with the treatment response [6,7,16-18].

Definition of Insufficient Treatment Response To Anti-Vegf Agents In N-Amd

In many reports, different terms such as “refractory n- AMD,” “recalcitrant n-AMD,” “resistance to anti-VEGF therapy,” and “recurrent n-AMD” are frequently used. Even some scientific papers do not make a distinction between these terms, and there is still not a consensus regarding tho their definition. Some researchers consider the refractory n-AMD and recalcitrant n-AMD is the synonym terms [18-21]. These terms define the eyes have persistence of exudation, fibrovascular pigment epithelial detachment combined with intraretinal (IR) or subretinal (SR) fluid accumulation, or increasing hemorrhage comparing to the baseline after the six consecutive Anti-VEGF injections. On the other hand, some researchers used these two terms in eyes to show partial and temporary response initially but become stationary, or increased IR or SR exudation even treated with more than three consecutive injections [19-23]. In MARINA and ANCHOR studies, more than 30% of eyes responded four months after the beginning of treatment. Therefore only three initial injections should not be considered the threshold for recalcitrating or refractory n-AMD [17,18]. Fung et al. considered refractory n-AMD presented with persistent fluid on OCT at more than 30 days after the last of six monthly anti-VEGF injections [24]. Grewal et al. defined the concept of “recalcitrant n-AMD” is persistent exudation after six months of regular monthly anti-VEGF treatment [25].

Dosing regimes may be modified for the treatment of refractory n-AMD. Steward reported the theoretical advantage of more frequent dosing of Anti-VEGF than monthly injection in refractory n-AMD. They showed that binding activity of ranibizumab injection at every 14 days was 21.75 times higher than the every monthly injection at every 14 days was 21.75 times higher than the every month regular aflibercept injections after one year treatment period [34]. Heier et al. showed that 19.7%–36.6% of eyes had evidence of persistent fluid demonstrated on either fluorescein angiography or OCT despite monthly aflibercept injections after one year treatment period [34]. The resistance may occur in every treatment regimes with different anti-VEGF agents. Therefore distinguish between resistance to anti-VEGF therapy and “resistance to anti-VEGF agents” is essential because some eyes seem to be resistant may respond to different anti-VEGF agents. (figure 2a, Figure 2b)

Even there is no exact consensus about the term “resistant,” it is generally described the status of a diminished therapeutic effect following an initial successful response, despite the continuous regular treatment [32,33]. Bakal et al. observed that some eyes showed a good initial response with the absorption of IR or SR exudate but later on presented with recurrent exudation and became resistant to any further injection [32]. Resistance can occur at any time during to Anti-VEGF therapy. Even the therapy may fail from the very beginning, and eyes showed inadequate response or nonresponse to the initial therapy. Tranos et al. reported that 50% of the patients did not show significant improvement, and nearly 10% of the patients had no response at all despite continuous standard anti-VEGF injection [33]. Therefore eyes had inadequate response or nonresponse to the initial therapy, or had a successful initial response, then showed a slow loss of response with persistent fluid is consider as resistant n-AMD.

Macular Degeneration Treatments Trials Research Group reported that 51.5% of eyes treated with ranibizumab and 67.4% of eyes receiving bevacizumab had persistent exudation demonstrate by optical coherence tomography (OCT) despite monthly intravitreal (IV) injection for two years. (15) Heier et al. showed that 19.7%–36.6% of eyes had evidence of persistent fluid demonstrated on either fluorescein angiography or OCT despite 4 or 8 weekly regular aflibercept injections after one year treatment period [34]. The resistance may occur in every treatment regimes with different anti-VEGF agents. Therefore distinguish between resistance to anti-VEGF therapy and “resistance to anti-VEGF agents” is essential because some eyes seem to be resistant may respond to different anti-VEGF agents. (figure 2a, Figure 2b)
Bakall et al. reported that 36 eyes with recurrent or persistent exudation during the treatment of either ranibizumab or bevacizumab were converted to aflibercept [32]. They observed the reduction of SR fluid in 50% of eyes, unchanged in 41% of eyes while increasing the exudation in only 8.3% of eyes. Chan et al. observed the reduction of SR fluid in 84.3% of eyes, unchanged in 1.1% of eyes while increased in 14.6% eyes, which are resistant to ranibizumab or bevacizumab than converted to aflibercept [27].

The term of recurrent” is explaining the situation that eyes have complete resolution of IR or SR exudation with continued treatment. However, once the treatment is withdrawn, at least two recurrences of IR or SR fluid occur [15,35-37]. Arcinue et al. [36], reported that if only one recurrence of fluid accumulation was observed, it could be classified as the recurrence of neovascular AMD, instead of “recurrent neovascular AMD.” In eyes with recurrent n-AMD visual deterioration or other visual symptoms are also occur again. Kuroda et al [37], observed that 65.7% of their patients had a recurrence of retinal exudates in 12 months, and 74.8% had a recurrence in 24 months.

Frequent injections are necessary for recurrent n-AMD treatment. Some eye responds well to repeated injections despite multiple recurrences, and eventually, whole exudates disappeared, and macula becomes dry or atrophic scars develop. Regardless of the categorization of n-AMD as refractory, resistant, or recurrent Amoaku et al. [38], classified the response to anti-VEGF therapies according to both visual outcomes and morphological features as good or optimal response, poor response, and nonresponse. This incomplete effect of treatment may develop based on either tolerance or tachyphylaxis [39,40-42].

Tolerance and Tachyphylaxis In Treatment Of N-Amd
Tolerance is a pharmacological term that is a subject’s response to a specific therapeutic agent, and the active physiological concentration of the agent is diminished, followed by repeated use. So that to reach the optimal effect, either increased dosage or shorter dosing time intervals are required. On the other hand, monthly dosing patients have more atrophic lesions than PRN treatment patients that have less total injections [23,27,28]. Pharmacological tolerance for Anti-VEGFR could be presented with different types such as pharmacodynamic tolerance, and metabolic or pharmacokinetic tolerance [21, 23,43]. Pharmacodynamic tolerance for anti-VEGF agents may cause the increment of VEGF receptor expression, which are especially located within the CMN tissue. Besides, signal transduction changes decrease in VEGF inhibition by upregulating the VEGF production. Furthermore, in this pharmacodynamic tolerance, the stimulus for CNM is changing toward the other growth factors such as PDGF, PGE, FGF [23, 36,40,43].

Pharmacokinetic or metabolic tolerance occurs due to decreased active substance of the drug that reaches the corresponding receptor. It may occur by the development of systemic or local immune response, the production of neutralizing antibodies, or increasing clearance from the eye [23, 39,40].

Tachyphylaxis is a medical concept that suddenly developed diminish in response to medicine following given a series of adequate doses. However, most of the researchers have considered that tachyphylaxis can be developed as early as after two Anti-VEGF injections because of the mechanism of tachyphylaxis for the anti-VEGF agent in for n-AMD is still not well explained. To overcome the tachyphylaxis, treatment with the same properties should stop for a while or switch to another similar drug. Because increasing the dosage with the same drug cannot be effective in these eyes [23,39-43].

Several studies reported a good therapeutic response after switching between bevacizumab and ranibizumab. These two molecules have a similar molecular structure. Nevertheless, Ranibizumab (48-kDa molecule weight ) penetrates deeper into the outer retina, RPE and choriocapillaris due to its smaller size than bevacizumab (149 kDa molecule weight) and may cause more reduction in SRF scars than bevacizumab in some patient. On the other hand, bevacizumab has different pharmacological distribution into the retina and penetrate the subretinal space. Aflibercept has a wider action spectrum and higher binding capacity due to its molecule as a VEGF trap [26-30]. Steward and coworkers found the 2.0 mg aflibercept injection every 28 days cause 838 to 3.354-fold higher binding activity compared to 1.25 mg bevacizumab in their mathematical modeling. They also show the same amount of aflibercept injection provides 1.892 fold higher binding activity comparing to 0.5 mg ranibizumab every 28 days, and aflibercept has 84-fold higher binding activity when compared the same dosed ranibizumab injection at every 14 days [28,30].

Several diagnostic tools are available for classified the CNM and demonstrate the subtle coexisting pathologies that affect therapeutic response to Anti-VEGF and prognosis. Based on OCT features and anatomic localization of the membrane, CNM classified as type 1 CNV or vascularized Pigment Epithelial Detachment (PED), type 2, and type 3 CNV or retinal angiomatous proliferation (RAP). Type 1 CNV, vascularized PED, seen more frequently than type 2 CNV in and are known to be more challenging to treat, and became refractory to treatment with Anti-VEGF [8,11,42-44]. Fibrovascular pigment epithelial detachment in type 1 CNM causes a significant separation and blockage of the RPE from the choriocapillaris that reduces oxygen and nutrient transport to the RPE. RPE and subsequently, photoreceptors ischemia may occur due to the “steal” phenomenon that blood flow divers to recently developed pathologic blood vessels in the choroidal membrane instead of choriocapillaris [9-12, 43,44,45].

RAP, which is also known as type 3 CNV, according to anatomic classifications, occurs 10%-12% of newly diagnosed n-AMD lesions. RAP may have similar feature types 1 and 2 CNV on fundus fluorescence angiography (FFA). However, OCT angiography (OCTA), which evaluates the retinal microvasculature based on motion contrast imaging, plays an important role in the correct early diagnosis of RAP [46-48]. Even RAP is classified as a CNM, it differs them with the natural course and has poorer visual improvement under anti-VEGF monotherapy. Even in a subanalysis of the CATT study, RAP lesions showed an optimal response to anti-VEGF therapy, and it is recommended to apply Photodynamic Dynamic Treatment (PDT) combination with Anti-VEGF injection to achieve optimal response [49,50].

Polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV) is a predominant variant of n-AMD in Asian populations, may misdiagnose as a classical CNVs. PCV may appear as a CNV on fundus photography and FFA. On the other hand, on the early-phase of Indocyanine Green Angiography (ICG) focal hyperfluorescent, the “hot” spots under the RPE of polyps are the gold standard for diagnosis for PCV. PCV occurs as high as 22.3%-61.6% of cases in Asian populations and only 8%-13% of Western populations. Therefore ICG becomes nearly as a routine examination in Asian countries. Anti-VEGF monotherapy with either ranibizumab or bevacizumab is less effective in PCV than in other types of CNVs. A combination of anti-VEGF/PDT therapy or aflibercept, as a VEGF trap drug...
Subretinal drusenoid deposits referred to as reticular pseudodrusen (RPD) by their reticular images on OCT, correlated with the atrophic scar. RPD may cause outer retinal ischemia, loss of RPE, and chorocapillaris. They may also be able to disrupt metabolic pathways essential for photoreceptor and RPE survival. Zarubina et al. reported that the presence of RPD causes 3 to 6.5 - fold increased risk of MA development during the Anti-VEGF treatment [10]. The risk of MA is independent of other risk factors, including intraretinal neovascularization or thin choroid. RPD presented with two different forms as 'dots' and 'ribbons' on OCT images. The ribbon phenotype biomarker is correlated with MA while dot phenotype is correlated with n-AMD [10, 56,57].

Alternative medical treatment choice is developing, such as Conbercept and Fovista. Conbercept is a novel VEGF inhibitor with similar molecular integrity to that of Aflibercept. It is an also recombinant fusion protein with the ligand-binding part of VEGF receptors [60]. Fovista is a recently developing a PDGF antagonist. Anti-VEGF agents only distract the endothelial cells but not pericytes of neovascular membrane. After the standard Anti-VEGF treatment, empty vascular channels formed by pericyts left behind and served as a sleeve for endothelial cells reproliferation. Combine treatment with Anti-VEGF and Fovista is expecting to reach better treatment results in eyes with poor treatment response [59].

As a conclusion n-AMD is a complicated disease that has multiple pathogenetic pathways. The patient should be re–examine with the different diagnostic tools to evaluate the biomarkers and for correct diagnosis. Different anti-VEGF agents have different VEGF binding efficacy and different spectrum of action. Dynamic adjustment of dosage and treatment intervals, as well as choose in medical alternatives, are essential to achieve optimal treatment outcomes. Further researches will help to explain both the pathophysiology of AMD and developing new treatment alternatives.
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